
1) Introduction
Advanced 3d precision design and engineering technologies have revolutionised the way patient specific implants are made. These 
methods are proven to improve clinical outcomes and reduce the duration of surgical procedures compared to traditional “artisanal” 
methods.[1-4] As access to 3d design tools increases, there has been a marked increase in hospital specialists collaborating with specialists 
in design/engineering to design their own devices in house [5,6]. However, setting up service provision for 3d patient-specific implants is a 
complex task, particularly in resource-constrained hospital environments. The effective introduction of new precision design and 
engineering technologies requires the careful consideration of the views of multiple stakeholders, identification of numerous key factors to 
address and a structured approach that avoids building on assumptions.

Design research methods are suited to the exploration of such complex situations. The Deign Council's 'Double Diamond' [7] process is 
commonly adopted for design research, and is a National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) - recognised method for the application of 
design to healthcare challenges. It describes the design process in four phases: discover – the divergent and exploratory stage in which a 
problem is investigated from the view of different stakeholders; define – where the findings from the discovery phase are synthesised and 
the project team converge on the desired outcome and an initial strategy to achieve it; develop – where potential alternatives are created, 
prototyped, tested and iterated; and deliver – where the 'best' option is selected and realised. The 'Double Diamond' is often used as a 
framework to support multidisciplinary project teams; different disciplinary research methods can make a contribution at each stage, whilst 
the design thinking approach it encourages helps to overcome traditional disciplinary boundaries when understanding and synthesising the 
findings[8]. However, there are particular challenges in its use, particularly during the convergent phases. For example, the volume, 
diversity and depth (or lack of) of data generated in the discover phase can be intimidating. In the absence of a structured approach to 
managing the data, often delivered by expert facilitation [9] there is a tendency for disciplinary norms to take over, and the opportunities 
revealed through the multidisciplinary collaboration may be missed. This is particularly a problem in projects where circumstances dictate 
that analysis and synthesis is being conducted at different times, by different people and in different geographic locations. The Design 
Research Methodology [10] offers a systematic approach to synthesising the information gathered during the research phase and (through 
the development of a reference model). The reference model establishes possible key factors that lead to an improvement of the existing 
situation, differentiates between assumptions and evidence-based relationships and proposes measurable success criteria.

This poster reports on how this method was applied within the Co-Meddi project, a collaboration between partners in India and the UK 
which is exploring how a locally-appropriate service for the democratised treatment of facial deformities can be developed [11].
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2) Methodology

The aims of the Co-Meddi Project are expressed through a tailored version of Double Diamond phases:

1. Discover the needs and concerns of patients receiving devices and how improvements in design and 
services would lead to better outcomes in the short and long term.

2. Define the limitations of existing 3D design and production services and assess the feasibility of a range 
of potential improvements.

3. Develop cost effective solutions for challenging clinical environments through collaboration between 
researchers, clinicians, hardware and software developers.

4. Deliver case studies of how new solutions can be applied and identify the education and training 
requirements that need to be addressed to maximise sustainability and effectiveness.

The discover phase was conducted over three exchange visits (one with UK researchers visiting India, two 
where India researchers visited the UK). A number of different research tools were used to gather relevant 
data. This included:
• Stakeholder mapping for a design service
• Problem definition brainstorms with different stakeholders
• A focus group of surgical and clinical staff which explored how patients are currently treated, the most 

common facial deformities presenting, and the extent to which clinicians consider patient-specific 
implants relevant to their work

• Patient journey maps for the different patients presenting at the hospital with different facial deformities
• Patient case reviews
• Discussions with those with responsibility for procurement on product and material supply chains
• Reviews of documentation regarding hospital processes and the strategy for 3D surgical provision
• Reviews of existing quality requirements in the UK and India
• Visits to existing specialist 3D
• Literature reviews on identified data gaps including: healthcare provision in resource-constrained 

environments; the status of quality regulations in the UK and India; and innovation in resource-
constrained environments.

The data was synthesised into the reference model presented here.

4) Discussion & Conclusion
Adoption of the design research method has allowed the development of a reference model and ensures a shared understanding of the existing situation across a diverse group of researchers and practitioners. The reference model identifies key factors that 
will influence the design and implementation of a 3d service in an Indian hospital context that improves the outcomes for patients presenting with facial deformities. The model is being used to establish a research agenda to increase the impact and 
sustainability of the service.

Analysis of the model identifies four key areas to be addressed that correspond to the quadruple bottom line concept, in which sustainability is defined in terms of economic, social, environmental and innovation performance (also referred to as 'The 4 Ps' -
people, planet, profit and progress). Examples of key influencing factors identified for each of the bottom line concepts are:

• People: - Democratic provision of implants can only be achieved if two core criteria are met: first, that the Government is able to see the lifetime socio-economic benefits for patients qualifying for free care (around 50% in this context); and second, that 
initial costs are low enough that those patients just above the qualification are able to afford treatment. Reducing immediate costs of the service (materials, equipment etc.) and reducing lifetime costs contribute to achieving to both objectives. In 
particular, The reference model identified that a significant problem in relation to the adherence to treatment plans for patients in rural areas who have to travel to city hospital facilities. Better education, awareness and understanding of the lifetime costs of 
treatment, higher quality initial outcomes and extended provision through hub-and-spoke hospital models could reduce the social and economic impacts of non-adherence. Reducing the costs for patients just about the qualification threshold is also 
dependent on them presenting as early as possible.

• Planet – materials security is important to ensure that the services are cost-effective in the short-term and can be long-term sustainable. The development of locally available sustainable materials (for example, bio-based polymers derived from food and 
forestry industry waste) or recycling of waste materials (for example deriving PET-G from locally-recycled PET) could provide greater levels of material security whilst simultaneously addressing existing waste management and land use challenges on the 
Indian sub-continent

• Profit – The difficulties encountered in establishing a business case for patient-specific implants are not unique to India, although they are exacerbated by higher equipment and material, and lower labour costs. The economic rationale is strongest when 
lifetime costs of treatment can be illustrated. A robust approach to lifetime costing for the various patient contexts in India is necessary

• Progress – The higher material and machine costs in India are a challenge to the sustainable development of a custom implant service. A strong research and practice culture exists in India regarding Jugaad and frugal innovation contexts. Building 
collaborative links with researchers and innovators in materials science and engineering can be used to develop an innovation agenda that will reduce existing infrastructure risks.

This reference model will form the basis for the develop and deliver phases of the Co-Meddi project.
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